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Background: In non-small cell lung cancer, response rates to chemotherapy given after immune checkpoint inhibitors has

CT

Response
to targeted therapy or chemotherapy following immunotherapy in patients with gastrointestinal
been reported to be higher compared to response rates to chemotherapy given before immune checkpoint inhibitors.
cancers
a
case series Alsuwaigh R, Lee J, Chan G, Chee CE, Choo SP. J Immunother Cancer. 2019;7:162.
However, this phenomenon has not been reported in patients with gastrointestinal cancers nor with the use of multidoi:
10.1186/s40425-019-0637-6
PMID: 31248458
targeted kinase inhibitors.

TR
A

Case presentation: We present a series of six patients who received multi-targeted kinase inhibitors or chemotherapy after
progression on immune checkpoint inhibitors and showed unexpected response. Five of these patients had metastatic
hepatocellular carcinoma and received salvage multi-targeted kinase inhibitors. Two of these five patients had no response
to initial multi-targeted kinase inhibitors but had unexpected response to re-challenge with multi-targeted kinase inhibitors
after immune checkpoint inhibitors exposure. The sixth patient had metastatic rectal cancer and showed response to salvage
chemotherapy following immune checkpoint inhibitors.
Conclusion: We postulate that the sequencing of immune checkpoint inhibitors prior to other forms of systemic therapy
may potentially lead to an immunomodulatory effect in gastrointestinal cancers with potential improvement in response
rates.
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Background
The introduction of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI)
has redefined how we treat cancer in recent years, and
has been approved for use in multiple tumour types in
the advanced setting for second-line treatment or later,
and also as first line treatment in non-small cell lung
cancer (NSCLC) in patients with high PDL-1 expression
[1]. Interesting response patterns have been observed in
patients receiving immunotherapy including that of
hyper-progressive disease as well as pseudo-progression.
Another recently described phenomenon includes the
improved response rates of systemic treatment given
post-ICI [2]. This has been described in several case
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series in NSCLC with patients receiving chemotherapy
post-ICI showing unexpectedly high response rates (RR)
[3] [4, 5]. A patient with malignant melanoma, a cancer
traditionally considered chemotherapy resistant, was also
reported to have shown unexpected response to dacarbazine and cisplatin combination chemotherapy after
initial treatment and non-response to prior targeted
therapies and ICI [6]. Similar excellent and unexpected
responses to chemotherapy after exposure to ICIs have
also been described in reports of patients with other
cancer types including that of metastatic squamous cell
carcinoma and B-cell lymphoma [7].
To the best of our knowledge, this phenomenon however has not been reported in gastrointestinal cancers or
with the use of multi-targeted kinase inhibitors (MKI).
Here we present a case series of six patients with gastrointestinal cancers who progressed on ICI treatment and
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